"I no speak of man you see all day long. I speak of man you love. Who is these man?" "Oh, I'm a fairy, is that it?" "Yes." "Well, thanks. I didn't know that." 1 Sharp then describes feeling "cold and shrivelled inside" (191) in an unmistakable image of emasculation, or even castration, emphasized by the comparison between Juana's initial question and the whisper of a "coiled rattlesnake." To complete the Medusa association, Sharp relates, "I could feel her there looking at me, looking at me with those hard black eyes that seemed to bore through me" (191) . Sharp feels Juana's "naming" of him, her unveiling of him, on the bodily level. And throughout the novel, Sharp's homosexuality inheres insistently with the body-and with the body as disconnected from any intellectual or emotional control. Specifically, in Sharp's case, his voice betrays his desire, though not through what he says but through how his voice sounds. His singing voice aurally reflects his sexual orientation (or "leaning," as the text configures it) in spite of his efforts to conceal it. The male body thus constantly threatens to "betray" the male conscious mind, the two split from each other. The body speaks what the conscious mind seeks to keep forever hidden, much as in the white male hysteria discussed in chapter two: "what the body suffers, the mind needn't think."
2 It is his wife Juana who forces Sharp to make conscious what his body is enacting, both to himself and to the reader.
This first hint we have that something is "wrong" with John Howard Sharp occurs when he recounts serenading Juana, the prostitute who will become his wife, early on in the narrative-an event that succeeds in aborting their seemingly prescient sexual encounter: "I . . . started to sing. I don't know how far I got. What stopped me was the look on her face. . . . [I]t was the face at the window of every whorehouse in the world, and it was looking right through me" (95). Juana's ability to penetrate Sharp visually, as we saw in the above accusation scene, finds its originary moment here. She asks him to leave, without explaining what she has "seen." Later, in his bed, Sharp bemoans how he had "tried to serenade a lady that was eas[il]y serenaded, and I couldn't even get away with that." He then reflects, "When I closed my eyes I'd see her looking at me, seeing something in me. I didn't know what, and then I'd open them again and look at the fog. After a while it came to me that I was afraid of what she saw in me. There would be something horrible mixed up in it, and I didn't know what it was" (96). But of course Sharp does know what she sees in him, although he will not disclose it to the reader for nearly 100 pages. Sharp's voice betrays him, reveals what
